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2014 Star Party
Reports!
See inside..

SOLAR
SHOOTOUT!
or
Two Solar scopes and a
QUARK?

Reflections of the
2014 GA

‘M27 Dumbbell Nebula’ Photo: by Paul Owen

Photo: by Paul Owen from Hampton, NB on
September 26 2014. Edge HD 8", QHY10L
.7 Focal Reducer, EQ6Pro, Kwiq Guider
PHD Guiding, 4x 400 sec and 1x600 sec sub

EVENT HORIZON
Astronomy in New Brunswick
SRAC/RASC Centre du NB Centre
Réunion / Meetings

------------------------------------------------------------------------

When: October 18, 2014 13:00
RASC NB Centre
Annual Meeting!
Where: Saint John
Rockwood Park
Interpretation Centre

NB Astronomy Clubs
Réunion / Meetings

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

William Brydone-Jack Astronomy
Club (Fredericton)

A local group of members meet in Fredericton monthly for meetings and observing.
The WBJAC meetings are normally
help the second Tuesday of the month at
UNB, 2 Bailey Drive, Room 203
www.frederictonastronomy.ca
---------------------------------------------------

Saint John Astronomy Club
When: November 15 (or 22), 2014
Where: Moncton 13:00
Location to be determined

Meetings consist of talks on constellations, the solar system and other astronomical topics, as well as Show & Tell, observing reports and maybe observing.
The SJAC meetings are normally held
on the first Saturday of the month at
Rockwood Park Interpretation Centre.

Scheduled meetings will be posted at:

www.sjastronomy.ca

http://www.nb.rasc.ca/
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Find us on...
FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/RASC.NB

TWITTER
https://twitter.com/rascnb

President’s Report:
by Curt Nason



Since our previous issue of Horizon we
have gained six new members and two returnees, while one did not renew and one
transferred to another Centre. Our membership now stands at 76! Welcome to our
new members: Simon Chiasson-St. Coeur,
Dave McCashion and Dylan Tucker, and
family plan members Amanda Daly,
Myles Daly and Christian Roy. Welcome
back to treasured members Diane Degraçe
and Jacques Robichaud. We have had 20
people renew their membership since the
previous newsletter, including Rosanna
Armstrong, Terry Belliveau, Corey
Brown, Bill Christensen, Chris Clayton,
Chris Curwin, Tim Doucette, Colette
Fortier, Yvon Hachey, Michel Hebert, Len
Larkin, Francis LeBlanc, Chris LeMesurier, Candace MacAfee, Don MacPhail,
Paul Owen, Robert Pelletier, Roger Pitre,
Patty Thomas and Amelia West. Thank
you all!



As of September 27 our Centre has reported 79 outreach events for 2014. Those reported since the previous Horizon are
(date, event, number of public participants, location):



May 8, solar observing for 33 at Irving
Nature Park (INP) in Saint John
May 13, solar observing for 26 at Little




















River Reservoir in Saint John
May 13, presentation for 20 at the
WBJAC meeting at UNB Fredericton
May 15, CNIB presentation for 90 at
Hotel Beausejour in Moncton
May 22, observing for 29 at the INP
May 23, artistic presentation for 200 at
the Capitol Theatre in Moncton
May 23, presentation for 8 in Hanwell
May 24, presentation for 25 at Barnhill
Elementary in Saint John
May 31, observing for 32 at Little River Reservoir in Saint John
May 31, presentation and observing for
21 Guides at Camp Oswego, Kingston
June 1, observing for 20 at INP
June 8, observing for 23 at INP
June 10, presentation for 20 at the
WBJAC meeting
July 1, solar observing for 108 at Fundy National Park
July 8, presentation for 33 seniors at
Branch 69 Legion in Saint John
July 17, presentation for 5 seniors at
the Riverview Community Centre
July 18/19, observing for 250 at the
Mactaquac star party
July 26, observing for 70 at Young’s
Cove on Grand Lake
Aug 2, solar observing for 22 at a reunion in Acadieville
Aug 4/5, observing for 61 at Fundy
Aug 6, presentation for 11 youth at the
ONE Community Centre, Saint John
Aug 10, observing for 27 at the INP
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Aug 11, observing for 20 at the Q-Plex
in Quispamsis
Aug 15, presentation and observing for
50 at the INP
Aug 21, presentation and observing for
30 at the Algonquin Hotel, St. Andrews
Aug 23, observing for 14 adults at
Camp Wegesegum
Aug 23, observing for 82 over four
days at the INP
Aug 29/30, presentations and observing for 160 at the Fundy star party
Sept 3, observing for 26 at the INP
Sept 5/6, observing for 23 at the Kouchibouguac Park Fall Festival
Sept 7, observing for 53 over three
days at the INP
Sept 9, presentation for 10 in Allison
Sept 9, presentation for 25 at the
WBJAC meeting
Sept 21, tours for 90 at the William
Brydone Jack Observatory, Fredericton

I look forward to a good turnout from our
membership at our Annual Meeting on
October 18 at the Rockwood Park Interpretation Centre in Saint John. Thank you
to those who offered for positions on Centre Council and NAC Representative

2014 COW
Star Party
by June MacDonald

A number of our RASC N.B. Centre members were included in the film, talking about observing the night
sky & being filmed observing that evening. Saturday evening, the Fundy documentary was re-played & a
power point presentation put together by Emma, on general astronomy-related topics was given as well.
Everyone enjoyed the documentary, even the second time around & the public seemed to like the general
astronomy presentation.

The COW at Mactaquac was again, well attended & a success. It is the most popular of
the observing weekends for RASC members.
There were about 45-46 people who partook
of the scrumptious supper.

The only problem regarding the COW, is not everyone who attends the RASC group supper, signs up for
it, which makes it difficult to purchase sufficient food & plan for the number of people. It is also awkward
to tell who is actually connected to a RASC member & who is just joining the group to have the meal.
There are plans to address this issue for next year. Regardless of the clouds & marijuana, it was a wonderful time spent together, it’s always fun & there is always something new to see or talk about.

Thanks to Ted & Karen, there were delicious
hot dogs & burgers. Other members donated
some food items as well – so thoughtful. It’s
like a RASC N.B. family time at Mactaquac.
Members get an opportunity to talk astronomy to their heart’s content & check out one
another’s equipment, as well as doing a swap
& shop for astronomy items.
Approximately 250 members of the public
attended in total for both Friday & Saturday
nights. The skies were fairly decent Friday
evening, but there was a little problem with
light pollution coming from the dam &/or
Fredericton that seemed somewhat worse
than last year & also the unusual issue of the
huge amount of campfire smoke mixed in
with a generous amount of marijuana smoke
as well.
It’s a wonder we weren’t all seeing UFOs!
Saturday evening was a loss, due to cloudy
skies. Each evening, there was a presentation: Friday was the premier of the documentary filmed by Serge Brunier for a French
television channel at Fundy Park in July
2013.It was concerning the tides in the Bay
of Fundy & the Lunar connection.
Photo by Mike Powell
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2014 FUNDY
Star Party
by June MacDonald
The last scheduled observing weekend of
this year was the annual Fundy Star Gaze,
held Aug. 29-31. We were set up at Chignecto South campground as usual &
there were quite a few who participated:
Emma MacPhee, Mandy Bregg, Mike
Powell, Adrien Bordage, James Ayles,
Greg & Carol Gilmore, Paul Owen, Peter
Jensen, Chris Curwin, Jackie Shiu &
friends, Yvon Hachey, Francois Theriault,
Don Williams, Tim Doucette & June MacDonald. There was a fellow- Jason Adams
from Amherst who joined us with his three
telescopes - it was his first time joining us
& probably not his last. There were also 4
new people of the public, who showed a
serious interest in astronomy, two of
whom have joined RASC. It’s always
good to have new faces attend.
Friday evening was wonderful for observing, nice clear skies, but absolutely frigid.
Around midnight it was 8 degrees, at 3 or
4 am it was 3 degrees. Everyone was
wearing almost every item of clothing
they had. Chris Curwin (we call him “Fire
Starter” now) saved lives when he got a
fire going in the cookhouse on both nights.
Regardless of the cold, Friday seemed to
have the most public attending.

The ISS crossed the sky, a few meteors were glimpsed, people searched for & found
comet Jacques. Just everything looked beautiful through the eyepiece. Paul Owen’s frozen fingers even managed to take some astrophotos. Adrien was trying out his new 14
inch Dob - it provided some great views (the Veil nebula was lovely) & was very popular with the crowd. Peter Jensen gave an interesting Power Point talk on an introduction
to astronomy - touching on what types of objects could be seen when observing, meteors, different types of telescopes, etc.. Everyone appreciated & enjoyed the presentation.
Other than some people narrowly avoiding frost-bite, there was some great observing &
some fun, so it was a successful evening.
Saturday during the day, was sunny & beautiful, except for the wind conditions – gusts
to 50km/hr. as the day wore on. It was great for solar observing – lots of sun spots &
some prominences to be seen. Including a sun spot that looked exactly like Cape Breton! That really made the day for some people. Peter was trying out his new solar scopehis Solar Max II 60mm. & had some cool views. The evening was a disappointment due
to clouds rolling in & cold temperatures once again. A lot of people had cricked necks
from looking up, hoping for a clearing sky. Peter repeated his presentation to a packed
house & even though no one could do any observing, it gave the public something to
see, to think about & ask questions.
For both evenings, there were approximately 160 members of the public who attended.
The park staff member who was present & organising things was Denis Doucet, brother
of Charles Doucet, one of our RASC members from Moncton. He also is into astronomy
& has his own telescope; he was very helpful & his knowledge helps him to understand
what is important & needed for good observing. Regardless of the weather, there was
good viewing, lots of conversation about all things astronomy & lots of fun.
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KOUCHIBOUQUAC National Park – Fall StarGaze
September 05-07, 2014
When I was contacted by Nicole Daigle (Park Supervisor) at Kouchibouquac National Park and fellow RASC NB members June
MacDonald. And Emma MacPhee towards the end of August about the possibility of putting on a sort of mini Star Party event for
the park for the first weekend of September (In lieu of the cancelled event scheduled for early June), I thought “Why not?”. I love
Star Parties! My main concern though was how many other members would be able to attend as well on such a short notice.
Thankfully I was able to get a firm commitment from fellow member Francois Theriault to attend, and another of our Centre members, Yvon Hachey planned to attend as well. I was not going to be alone.
Unfortunately the waxing gibbous (9-10 day old) moon would compromise viewing of many of the “faint fuzzies” so we resigned
to the fact that solar system viewing would offer the most for the general public, aside from a handful of the bright deep sky objects
(i.e. M13, M57, M31 etc). I arrived at the park about suppertime on Friday Sept 05, and after having supper I started setting up my
newly acquired 14 inch F/4.5 truss Dob to start getting ready. I was surprised how many of the blood sucking “mus-skeeters” were
out in full force as the temps seemed to be downright chilly (about +10 degrees). I did not bring any bug dope as I did not think it
would have been necessary. I was glad to see Yvon Hachey (12 inch F/5 truss dob) arrive prior to darkness as well as Francois Theriault (12 inch F/5 truss dob), and later on Roger Pitre showed up with his newly purchased Meade 16 inch Lightbridge. It is a
shame we had to waste all that light gathering capability on a night with so much moonlight. But we did have some great views of
the Moon, Saturn, and many of the deep sky show piece objects. Approximately 25 campers stopped by for the views until about
midnight at which point it started getting just a bit too cold, and a lot of high, thin cirrus clouds were dominating much of the skies
so by about 1am we all packed it in for the night.
Saturday morning had some decent clear skies until about noon so that we could offer some nice views of prominences, sunspots
etc through a PST Solar Scope. About a dozen people showed up for the solar viewing. The clouds started getting very dark and
menacing looking by mid afternoon as the forecast was calling for a chance of thundershowers for part of Saturday evening. I
quickly began packing up my scope and gear about mid afternoon and was about ½ done when the heavy rain started. Thankfully I
managed to get the truss ota in the car in time but the rocker box received a fair dose of water. The park staff were very thankful for
us offering to go up for the impromptu event, and we were happy to do it.
HEADS UP!
Adrien Bordage
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Trespassing on Einstein's Lawn
by Peter Jensen

Trespassing on Einstein's Lawn
A Father, a Daughter, the Meaning of Nothing, and the Beginning of Everything
By
Amanda Gefter
Published by Bantam, 2014
“Amanda Gefter is a physics and cosmology writer and a
consultant for New Scientist magazine, where she formerly
served as books and arts editor and founded CultureLab. Her
writing has been featured in New Scientist, Scientific American, Sky and Telescope, Astronomy.com, and The Philadelphia Inquirer. Gefter studied the history and philosophy of science at the London School of Economics and was a 2012–13
Knight Science Journalism Fellow at MIT. She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts”

This book take the reader on a journey of cosmology,
modern theoretical physics then onto quantum mechanics.
Amanda’s book is a personal memoir shared with her father of finding the definition of ’Nothing’ along with trying to answer ‘What is Reality’.
With so many scientists interviewed this book is quite upto-date with current modern scientific theories. Throughout are photographs of places and people that Amanda and
her Father had been or people they’ve talked too.
I enjoyed reading this book, although every now and then
I reached for my iPad to clarify a few concepts. So, I give
this book a 3.5 of 5 Stars!
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some...2014 FUNDY Star Party RASCal’s
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SOLAR SHOOTOUT!
By Adrien Bordage

“SOLAR SHOOTOUT – A comparison between traditional
Coronado H-Alpha dedicated Telescopes, and the Daystar
Quark H-Alpha “Eyepiece”
When I first heard about the Daystar Quark in January/2014
I must admit my interest was definitely sparked. Having
always enjoyed H-Alpha solar observing I was intrigued by
the price of the Quark and the uniqueness of it. Having previously owned, and enjoyed using a Lunt Pressure Tuned
60mm H-Alpha .7 angstrom scope, and a Lunt 35mm HAlpha .7 angstrom scope, and also having enjoyed views
through similar Coronado H-Alpha Solar Scopes I always
thought to myself what it would be like to look through a
larger H-Alpha scope. An 80mm – 90mm H-Alpha .7 ang
scope has a price tag of about $3,500.00 - $4000.00
(U.S.D.)!! Ouch! That was out of the question. At just
$995.00 (U.S.D) and purported to being useable with refractor telescopes up to a maximum of 6 inches aperture the
Quark seemed to me my chance to own a large H-Alpha
scope.
The aperture bug bites again! I bought my Quark unit late
August and it arrived in my mailbox about the 1st of October. The Quark is available in a .7 ang version and a .5 ang
version, both are the same price. I got the .7 ang version. Of
course one who buys the Quark must also provide their own
refractor to use it with. I already owned a 102mm F/10
achro refractor ota so I was good to go. It should be mentioned that the Quark can only be used with refractor telescopes, and also the Quark has a built in 4.3 X telecentric
Barlow system (this is required as your optical system
needs to be at about F/20-F/35 for the Quark to function
properly), so your magnification is greatly increased and
also your field of view is smaller than what would be expected. No ERF filter is required however if you are using a
refractor with an aperture of about 90mm-125mm, it is recommended to have a UV/IR cut filter installed in the optical
path prior to the Quark eyepiece (i.e. threaded into your 90
deg or 45 deg diagonal), or if you prefer not to use any diagonal it could be threaded on the bottom of the Quark.
A typical 1.25 inch UV/IR filter is about $70 (U.S.D.). It is
recommended to install an ERF (Energy Rejection Filter)
on the objective end of a refractor with an aperture above
about 125mm.
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SOLAR SHOOTOUT!
By Adrien Bordage

One other point re the Quark; it must be powered with either the supplied AC power adapter or by another DC power source. I opted to order the optional Solar Powered DC
power supply/charger from Daystar. It is possible that similar compatible DC solar powered chargers (i.e., solar
chargers for cell phone, i-phones etc) might be available
from local stores such as Future Shop, The Source etc.
Having known that fellow RASC NB members Peter Jensen and Paul Owen owned dedicated H-Alpha Solar scopes
(Coronado 60mm Solar Max and Coronado PST respectfully) I wanted to do a comparison review of the dedicated HAlpha Scope VS the Quark, and I was fortunate that Paul
and Peter agreed to help with the review by providing their
scopes for the review and their expertise help in the review.
Paul Owen also provided two tracking EQ mounts and an
Orion 80mm F/6 CF Apo triplet refractor which is what the
Quark was fitted to. Since the Quark on the Orion scope
was yielding an effective total focal length of about
2050mm or so, and both the Coronado Solar Max 60 and
PST have focal lengths of just 400mm we decided to use a
40mm plossl eyepiece in the Quark (approx 50X) and a
7mm eyepiece in both the Coronado scopes (about 55X) so
as to assure a similar scale in all scopes.
We first stopped down the aperture of the 80mm apo to
60mm and put the Coronado up against the Quark. We concentrated mostly on viewing prominences along the outer
edge of the sun, and to me the Quark consistently showed a
better detail in the structure of the prominences, and it
seemed a bit sharper. It is possible that the optics of the
Orion Apo are a notch better than the Coronado Solar max
60 and hence gave it an unfair advantage. I can only confirm this by knowing just what type of optics are built into
the Solar Max (Apochromatic, Semi-Apo, Achromatic..
etc).
After stopping the Orion Apo further to 40mm we then put
the PST up against the Quark, and again the results were
virtually the same.
Again, are superior optics partly to blame for the better
results in the views through the Quark? I hope to do another
similar comparison review soon using an 80mm F/5-F/6
Achro refractor with the Quark against the Coronado’s
mentioned to see if the results are similar.
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Pros and Cons by Adrien
(Coronado PST) Pros:
*At about $699 (U.S) the PST is a good choice for the budget
minded observer.
*Excellent full sun views.
*Can be mounted on a simple sturdy camera tripod for low
power viewing.

SolarMax 60; Sun Surface & QUARK; Prominence

SolarMax 60

Image of sun with a Coronado
Solar Max II 60mm, with a
10mm blocking filter.



(Coronado PST) Con’s:
*Aperture; 40mm aperture limits the useable magnification
to about 75X maximum.
*Comfort; When used on a German EQ mount the eyepiece
is at an uncomfortable angle for viewing when sun is in
southeast or southwest portion of the sky.
*Difficult to image through.

(by P.O.)

Fully integrated 60mm f/6.6
H-alpha telescope - 400mm
focal length
10mm blocking filter
RichView tuning system
0.7 angstrom bandpass
Sol Ranger finder scope






(Coronado Solar Max 60): Pros:
*Very good images both visually and photographically.
*Very good quality build, easy to use tuning function, and
full sun views are capable.
(Coronado Solar Max 60)Cons:
*At approximately $1500 (U.S.) the Solar Max is perhaps not
for the budget minded.
(Daystar Quark): Pro’s:
*The modest price of $995 (U.S.) for a Quark (both the .7ang
and .5 ang versions) is an extremely cost efficient alternative
considering that it can be used with various refractor apertures from 40mm (or less) – 150mm.
*Excellent high contrast detail in close-up views of prominences, sunspots etc.

QUARK

Image of sun with an Orion
ED80T CF Triplet Apochromatic
Refractor Telescope and
QUARK!.







(Daystar Quark): Cons:
*Due to the built-in 4.3 telecentric barlow system the Quark
really needs a clock driven mount to appreciate the high powered views.
*Unless an optional solar powered battery source is used the
need for AC power supply limits the mobility of the Quark.
Note:
After doing the comparisons we used the 80mm Apo full
aperture with the Quark and Wow! Filament structure in the
prominence was clearly evident to all of us. Next we tried the
Quark on Paul’s Orion 110mm F/7 ED Doublet. OMG!! The
view was simply jaw-dropping. For anyone who already
owns a refractor ota of any kind or has plans to buy one
(Achro, Apo, etc) and of any aperture up to about 6 inches
and wishes to get into H-Alpha Solar viewing and imaging,
the Quark may be something for one to consider.
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80mm f6.0
480mm focal length
Air Spaced Triplet
FPL-53 Glass
Fully multicoated

SOLAR SHOOTOUT continued with the SUN Kings….

Coronado Personal Solar Telescope (PST)
•40mm f/10 H-alpha telescope - 400mm
focal length
•Internal non-removable filtering optics for
same solar viewing
•1.0 angstrom hydrogen-alpha (Ha) bandpass

Pros and Cons comments by Peter Jensen

I found the QUARK solar eyepiece did define the sun’s prominences with a little more
detail and brighter but not the surface detail. The Coronado SolarMax 60mm did a great
job on both prominences and surface detail. Overall I would buy a Coronado Solar Max
60mm first and purchase QUARK with a refractor, second.
PST
Pros and Cons comments by Paul Owen—

Ha Solar observing comparison.

On Sunday the 12th of October 2014 myself, Peter Jensen and Adrien Bordage got together and spent the afternoon comparing three different solar observing scopes/eyepieces. The Coronado PST, Coronado Solar Max and
the Daystar Quark. I found all three very respectable in terms of quality for both observing and imaging. I
found the PST was very respectable for what the 40 mm had to offer with it's limited aperture if that's all we
were looking through. But I had then looked through the Solar Max 60mm and realized that aperture rules. Just
20mm added so much more detail. This scope is built well and with the 2" focus er it proved to be a smooth
operating system with plenty of adjust-ability with superb views no mater where we tuned it. Next up the
Quark in an 80 mm stepped down to 60 mm refract-or. Wow..prominence s were
so detailed and clean. This system with either of the two refractors we used (80 mm triplet, 110 mm doublet)
showed off the detail like no other.
As an owner of a couple of refractors, for me the Daystar Quark would be my next purchase in terms of price
andbeing able to use it on various size scopes. The only con for me is the time between tuning the wave lengths.
It takes a few minuets to come to the needed temperature in order to see the full potential of each setting of
which there are ten.
If I had to start from scratch I would go to the Solarmax as it has very impressive views and is a breeze to tune
and a joy to use as a stand alone solar scope. Current refractor owners would do better with the Daystar Quark
as an addition to their scopes and won't break the bank as a great add on. If your budget is somewhat limited
then the Coronado PST is an amazing place to start your solar observing/imaging journey. None of these
scopes/eyepieces in my opinion will disappoint just about any amateur astronomer.
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RASC NB Telescope

Moon at the Irving Nature Park
By Paul Owen

The RASC NB Centre telescopes; namely the Coronado PST, the 8" Dob and any other telescope acquired by the Centre; may be borrowed at no charge
by any Centre member in good standing under the
following terms:
The normal borrowing period is approximately one
month (i.e., between meetings), although alternative
periods may be arranged through the Equipment Manager depending on demand and other circumstances.
A member may borrow only one telescope at a time
unless there is no demand for the other for the period.
A member may retain a telescope for more than one
period upon request, provided no other member has
requested the telescope by the end of the period
(normally, end of the Centre meeting). Requests for a
telescope should be made to the Equipment Manager
at least three days prior to a meeting to allow for arrangements to be made. Normally, the telescope will
be transferred at a meeting. If a member is unable to
attend the meeting to return or obtain a telescope,
that member should made arrangements for another
member to deliver or collect the telescope and inform
the Equipment manager of the arrangements.
If the member is unfamiliar with the use and care of
the telescope, that member has the responsibility to
request training prior to accepting the telescope.
The member assumes responsibility for the condition
of the telescope while in possession, and may be held
responsible for compensation for the loss of or damage to the telescope while it is in their possession, as
decided by Centre Council.
A member who does not abide by this policy may
have borrowing privilege revoked, at the discretion of
Centre Council.
A non-member of the NB RASC Centre may rent a
Centre telescope at a nominal fee of $10 per month
under the following conditions:
The telescope has not been requested by a Centre
member for that period.
A member who is familiar with the borrower shall act
as a sponsor for the borrower, and shall assume responsibility for the telescope as per the terms for borrowing by a member.
The fee shall be paid in advance to the Centre Treasurer directly or through the sponsor.

Photo below by Paul Owen—Friday, October 3 2014. Taking with a DSLR at the Irving Nature
Park on a public observing night.
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Aurora

Photo By Paul Owen
Friday Sept 12 2014, Hampton, NB
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Reflections of the 2014 GA
By Peter Jensen

On June 26-29, 2014, attended the 2014 RASC GENERAL ASSEMBLY in Victoria, BC. The GA was hosted by the Victoria
Centre on their 100th anniversary at the University of Victoria
with many talks and meetings. The main event was the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DOA) with its 1.8 meter
Plaskett Telescope which has been designated as a national historic site. On view in the Bob Wright Centre Foyer was a nice
display of many posters from members, such as; RASC and
IDA Lighting Protocols by Robert Dick and History of the DAO
by David Bohlender.
On Sunday June 29th, there was a great seven person panel discussion called ‘2020 Vision – New Projects for the Next Generation of Canadian Astronomers’ . All the talks were very interesting, i.e. Red light or Amber? by Robert Dick (Ottawa) and
Supernova Scotia – Young Super Nova Hunters by Nathan and
Paul Gray (Halifax).
Since returning, presented a GA talk at our last RASC meeting
and submitted a report to our executive. To have met many
great people at the GA was a joy. Here are a few pictures…….
2014 RASC Awards:
Fellow Award:
Chilton Prize:
Qilak Award:
President's Award:
Service Awards:

Dr. James Hesser, Victoria
Nathan Gray, Halifax
Kathryn Gray, Halifax
Dr. Howard Trottier, Vancouver
Robert Dick, Ottawa
Greg Lisk, Belleville
Dave Gamble, Okanagan
Chris Stevenson, St.John's
Susan Gagnon, Kingston
Dr. James Hesser, Victoria
Jay Anderson, Winnipeg

2014 GA Guest Speakers:
Dr. Laura Ferrarese of the National Research Council on galaxies
Dr. Andy Pon of the University of Leeds on star formation regions
CBC's Bob McDonald on tourism in space.

President/Président
Curt Nason
president@nb.rasc.ca

Ted Dunphy
Colette Fortier
Peter Jensen

102
87
87

110
28
98

110

Don Kelly

110

110

Danny LeBlanc
Emma MacPhee

78

Curt Nason
Mike Powell

70

Detlef Rudolph

62

Chris Weadick

71

Daymon Baker

Iridium

110

Abell Galaxy
Clusters

110

Arp Galaxies

110

Caldwell

Charles Doucet

Hickson

100

Herschel
400

Adrien Bordage

Dark
Nebulae

37

Deep Sky
Challenge

Finest
NGC

James Ayles

I. Williamson Lunar

Messier

Explore the
Universe

OBSERVERS’ SCORECARD

2nd Vice-President/-Président
June MacDonald
secondvicep@nb.rasc.ca
Secretary/Secrétaire
James Ayles
secretary@nb.rasc.ca

65
51

10

8

265

Treasurer/Trésorier
Emma MacPhee
treasurer@nb.rasc.ca

25
65

110

110

110

110

110

110

127

9

8

21

21

5

Past Pres./Président sortant
Peter Jensen
pastpresident@nb.rasc.ca
Councillors /Conseillers
Angela Davis
Don Kelly
Roger Pitre
Chris Weadick
Light Pollution Chair
Chris Weadick

26
110

1st Vice-President/-Président
Marc Arsenault
firstvicep@nb.rasc.ca

110

2

Your name here!
This section is intended to inspire our members to get out observing by promoting a friendly competition. To be included please contact the editor.
To submit any astronomy related articles, book reviews, observing sessions, member’s scope pics,
astrophotos, new equipment, etc. to me at editor@nb.rasc.ca or pejensen@nbnet.nb.ca .
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Education-Outreach Chair
Don Kelly
Star Party-Events Chair
June MacDonald
Editor: Peter Jensen
Web Site: Marc Arsenault
Equipment: Chris Weadick
Library: Ted Dunphy

